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ABSTRACT-There are many challenges facing image quality assessment (IQA) task. The greatest one
which has been treated by this research is the difficulty of quantifying and evaluating distorted images
quality blindly with no existence of the original (reference) image or partially from it. Choosing the
appropriate features plays a significant role in measuring image quality. This study evaluates the
efficiency of a set of features in quantifying image quality. The features have been gathered in spatial
domain using the techniques of both rich edges and sharper regions of pristine natural images. The
performance efficiency of these features examined through comparing them with both features
gathered from reference and distorted images. These techniques employed to build two IQA metrics.
Results clearly show the proposed pristine natural features competes reference features in assessing the
distorted image quality. This proves the validity of these features in creating a robust metrics for
evaluating distorted images. When testing the proposed metrics on LIVE database, experiment results
show extracting features by means of rich edges is better than extracting it using sharper regions when
assess the prediction monotonicity and applying the prediction accuracy evaluation. Besides they show
the average outcome of the two techniques not only competes the popular full-reference peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), the structural similarity (SSIM), and the developed NR natural image
quality evaluator (NIQE) model but also outperform them.
Key words: natural features, image, metric.
صعْتح هعشفح خْدج الصْسٍ الوشُْح فٔ غياب-ّالزٓ ذود هعالدرَ تِزا الثحث-  ٌُان عذج ذحذياخ ذْاخَ ذميين خْدج الصْسٍ أُوِا-المستخلص
 ُزٍ الذساسَ ذمين وفاءج هدوْعح هي. يلعة أخرياس الويزا خ الوٌاسثح دّسا ُاها فٔ ذميين خْدج الصْسج.الصْسٍ االصليح (الوشخعيح) أّ خزء هٌِا
.َ الويزاخ ذن اسرخالصِا تاسرخذام ذمٌيرٔ ول هي الحْاف ّالوٌاطك االوثش ّضْحا فٔ صْسالوشاُذ الطثيعي.الويزاخ فٔ ذمذيش خْدج الصْسج
 ذود هماسًرِا تىل هي الويزا خ الوأخْرٍ هي الصْس، لوعشفح وفاءج أداء ُزٍ الويزاخ.ُاذيي الرمٌيريي ّظفا لثٌاء همياسيي لرميين خْدج الصْسج
 ُزا يثثد تدالء صحح. أظِشخ الٌرائح تْضْذ هٌافسح هيزاخ الوشاُذ الطثيعيح للويزاخ االصليح فٔ ذميين خْدج الصْس الوشُْح.االصليح ّالوشُْح
ذظِش ًرائح الردشتح أى، LIVE  عٌذ اخرثاس الومياسييي الومرشحريي في لاعذج تياًاخ.الويزاخ الومرشحح في إًشاء هماييس لْيح لرميين الصْس الوشُْح
اسرخالص الويزاخ عي طشيك الوٌاطك االغٌٔ حْافا أفضل هي أخز الويزا خ عثش الوٌاطك االوثش ّضْحا ّرله عٌذ ايداد ول هي ذميين سذاتح
 إلٔ خاًة رله ذظِش الردشتح أى هرْسظ ًرائح الرمٌيريي.prediction accuracy ّذطثيك ذميين دلح الرٌثؤprediction monotonicityالرٌثؤ
َ ّهمين خْدج الصْسج الطثيعي، (SSIM) ٔ ّالرشاتَ الِيىل، (PSNR) اليٌافس فمظ ًوارج ًسثح إشاسج الزسّج إلٔ الضْضاء واهلح الوشخع
.( تل أيضا ذرفْق عليِنNIQE)
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approaches that do not need training on databases
of human judgments or even prior knowledge
about expected distortions. From a practical point
of view, predicting NR IQA should not depend on
prior knowledge about anticipated distortions or
their corresponding human opinion scores. This
is the case in most general no-reference IQA. The
model used for testing IQA should be generic and
should have been created in such a way that it
does not expect any specific distortion type as the
one used in this study.
In [13] asymmetric generalized Gaussian
distribution (AGGD) was used to gather features.
Punit and Damon [15] claimed the sharper an
image the better is its quality. Moreover, humans
give more heavily weight judgments of image
quality from the sharp image regions [13]. The
model used in this paper applied two sharpness
functions considering mentioned knowledge. The
output parameters of these functions represent
the proposed extracted features.

INTRODUCTION
The techniques using in image processing such as:
A acquisition, transmission, compression,
restoration and enhancement are image
processing techniques are in focus of current
research. Therefore, there is a demand to develop
novel methods to quantify and assess images. In
spite that Humans are the ultimate judge of image
quality; their judgment is time consuming,
subjective and at times, impractical. Thus the
innovated techniques used to measure images,
however, should be effective and correlate well
with subjective humans opinion scores. One of
the main issues of getting correlated metrics are
the gathered features and the way that can be
gathered.
Because full or even partial of the reference image
may not be available, no-reference (NR) methods
provide a useful and effective way to measure the
quality of distorted images [1,2]. In addition, NR
IQA techniques are the only available choice
since the purification of reference images can be
also uncertain. This is confidence in situation
when perfect noise-free image is not available
when assessing the quality of a de-noising
algorithm on a real-world database.
The existing NR IQA methods mostly are based
on prior knowledge of the type of distortion.
These are called “distortion-specific NR IQA”
[3-8]. In such algorithms, this specification limits
their applications. In contrast, the “general
distortion”
NR
IQA
algorithms
are
non-distortion-specific. Those algorithms collect
distorted images with co-registering human
scores and are called opinion aware (OA) [9-11].
On the other hand, there are algorithms do not
need training on databases of human judgments
of distorted images. These are opinion unaware
(OU) [12]. distorted images may not be available
during IQA model construction or training. So
among OU models, there are ones that do not
require knowledge about anticipated distortions
which are distortion unaware (DU) [13, 14]. The
proposed features used to build OU-DU NR IQA

The Research Motivation and Aim
Images processing techniques mentioned in
section (1) cause the images to be subject to
distortion. The processing systems should be able
to identify and quantify image degradations in
order to maintain, control, and enhanced the
quality. Moreover, these techniques are growing
interest in current research and therefore quality
assessment methods have increased demand as
well.
Choosing the appropriate features plays a
significant role in measuring image quality. Since
the performance behavior of IQA evaluators
depends on the way they collect their measuring
features, the model of this research collects
pristine natural features as measuring features
and investigates their validity to create a robust
metric for assessing distorted images. The
created metric used two feature gathering
techniques ; rich edges and sharper regions.
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are the estimated local mean and local contrast
respectively and w = {wk,l |k = −K, … , K, l =
−L, … , L}is a 2D circularly-symmetric Gaussian
weighting function sampled out to three standard
deviations (K = L = 3) and rescaled to unit
volume. After computing MSCN (1) and contrast
(3) coefficients, features are calculated through
these coefficients for each patch. Features are
extracted by means of log-derivative statistics
[14].
To acquire the log-derivatives, the logarithm of
Î(i, j)is computed using (4) to create new image
sub-band J .

Materials and methods

A set of natural low level features are used.
Those features composed of locally
normalized luminance and contrast values.
The way that modeled the features is point
wise statistics for single pixels. Besides, the
relation of adjacent pixels also have been
taken in a count. This done using pair wise
based log-derivative statistics. Then
extracted features should have to be fitted in
such a way that it be suitable to treat. So
Multivariate Gaussian Model (MVG) is then
used. The features are distinguished and
classified. The features related to patches with
more edges and sharper regions have been
gatheredseperatly. The generation of the features
was due to two sharpness functions. This will be
explained and in the model in the flowing
sections.
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The two sharpness functions based extracted
features:
The MSCN coefficients in (1) and the
log-derivatives (5-9) are modeled following two
sharpness function: grey level “amplitude” and

(2)
 I  i  k , j  l    i, j 

(5)

In the spatial domain, the MSCN coefficients and
their log-derivatives statistics significantly
change in the presence of some distortion [9, 16].
The effectiveness of these statistics in modeling
natural images and their variations due to
different types of distortions has been examined
in this study.

I (i, j )   (i, j )
 (i, j )  1 (1)

 w

J x (i, j)  J i, j 1  J i, j 

J xandy i, j   J i, j   J i 1, j 1  J i, j 1  J i 1, j 

Where i ∈ *1,2, … , M+ and j ∈ *1,2, … , N+ } are
spatial domain indices, M and N are the
dimensions of the image, and

 (i, j ) 

(4)

The small constant ɛ is taken to be 0.1 to prevent
I(i, j) from being zero. The five types of
log-derivatives are then computed. These include
horizontal,
vertical,
main-diagonal,
secondary-diagonal, and combined-diagonal as
given in (5-9).

Normalized Luminance and Contrast
Coefficients and their Log-derivatives
Firstly the image I(i, j) will be divides into
patches according to the model. These patches of
the size 96 × 96 . For each of the patches (for
both distorted and natural images), contrast and
normalized luminance computed. The last
parameter, denoted by Î(i, j) for both distorted
and natural images. Normalized luminance
computed through local mean subtraction and
contrast divisive normalization (MSCN) [16].
This defined as:

I (i, j ) 



2

(3)
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grey level “variance” (10) [17]. The MSCN and
the five log-derivatives used with each sharpness
function come up with 12 model features as
outputs of these two functions. These features are
computed at two scales to represent multi-scale
behavior. This achieved through low pass
filtering and down sampling by a factor of two,
this process leads to a set of 24 features overall.
All features are extracted in the spatial domain.

sub-patches over the image are selected. The
features corresponding to the selected patches
were gathered. These features were then fitted to
MVG model (11).
To compute the quality according to the procedure
mentioned above, (12) is used.
1

T   
D  1 ,2 , 1 , 2   1  2   1 2  1  2 
 2 
(12)

The mean vectors and covariance matrices of the
NSS MVG and the tested image MVG models
are υ1 , υ2 and ∑1 ,∑2 respectively.
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The results and discussion

(10)


Where I (i, j ) and „a‟ and „b‟ is mean and
dimensions of a patch respectively.
The features obtained by (10) for image patches
were fitted with MVG density (11), to give their
rich representation [13].
f X  x1 ,..., xk  

1
1
T
 exp(  x    1  x   )
(2 )k /2 |  |1/2
2

(11)
Where,x1 , … , xk ,are the features. The mean and
covariance matrix of the MVG model are υ and ∑
respectively.
Edges and sharper image based natural scene
statistic model
The natural scene statistic (NSS) model
computed from 125 natural images, which were
selected from Flickr data and from the Berkeley
image segmentation database [81]. The features
corresponding to patches with both rich of edges
and sharper are selected. Each patch is divided to
sub-patches of 6×6 size and only sub-patches
those are rich in edges (effective sub-patches) and
sharper are contributed into their main patches.
Then the effective sub-patches of each patch were
computed. Patches that had an effective sub-patch
greater than 75% of the peak patch effective
14

The effectiveness of the proposed features in
modeling pristine natural scenes for giving
perfect image quality assessment will be
investigated and examined.To do this
statistics of these natural features are
compared with statistics of features extracted
from both reference and distorted images, as
shown by figure (1). The reference and
distorted features which plotted in figure (1) are
belong to lighthouse image of LIVE (Laboratory
for Image and Video Engineering) database.
Lighthouse image and its five distorted versions
are displayed in figure (3).
LIVE IQA database [81] is used to calibrate the
proposed features and test their performance.
LIVE database contains 29 reference images and
779 distorted images. These are classified into
five different types of distortions and can be a
result of JPEG and JPEG2000 (JPEG2K)
compression or introduced as Gaussian blur
(Gblur). The image transmission through a
Rayleigh channel also corrupts the image and is
termed as fast fading (FF) distortion. One of the
common types of distortion is the additive white
Gaussian noise (WN).
Toassess the prediction monotonicity, Spearman‟s
rank ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC) is
used while Pearson‟s linear correlation coefficient
(PLCC) is employed to evaluate the prediction
accuracy of the proposed algorithm. Before PLCC
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is calculated, the objective scores are passed
through a logistic non-linear function [02] (where
its parameters are found numerically using the
MATLAB function „fminsearch‟ in the
optimization toolbox) to maximize the
correlations between subjective and objective
scores.
The plots of figure (1, a-e) compare the pristine
features with features of lighthouse reference
image (figure 3) and its five distorted versions
from LIVE database. All extracted features
shown in this figure are via sharper patches. The
figure shows a shift and little deformation
happens to the features based natural (pristine)
images in the presence of the five distortion types.
But in spite of this, the distorted features are still
consistent with those gathered from pristine
images. This indicates the capability of these
features for recognizing distortion, quantify it,
and then measure image quality. Besides, figure
(1) illustrates all plotted features have sharp tips.
The observation from figure (1, f) is the pristine
features are totally compatible with those
extracted from the reference image. This
compatibility makes them acts as purified
reference features for measuring various
distortions regardless it is classified or not.
When compare the features gathered due to
sharper patches with those extracted via patches
of rich edges [08], we come up with result both
are consistent with features extracted from
reference image, figure (2). This support the
results of this research that our features can be
used as alternative of the reference image to
measure the distorted image quality. This is
practical, where full or even partial reference
image may not be available when assessing
distorted image quality, as the case in de-noising
techniques.
The result proved in figure (1) and figure (2)
encourage us to create a robust metrics for
evaluating distorted images blindly using the rich
edges and sharper patches. Table (1) shows a

comparison of SROCC and PLCC when
extracting features using the two techniques
respectively. Also it demonstrates a comparison
of SROCC and PLCC for the presented
algorithms versus: FR-PSNR and FR-SSIM
algorithms and NR-NIQE. The table indicates that
extracting features by means of rich edges better
than extracting it using sharper regions when
assess prediction monotonicity and applying
prediction accuracy evaluation.
The table also shows the average results of
each of the two techniques not only competes the
popular full-reference peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), the structural similarity (SSIM), and the
developed NR natural image quality evaluator
(NIQE) model butalso outperformthem.
CONCLUSIONS
Researchers have to think for developing
perceptual no-reference models that do not train
on features extracted from distorted images and
human
opinion
scores
for
practical
considerations.
However,
choosing
the
appropriate features and the way to collect them
play a significant role in the issue of IQA. In this
study, a comparison between two techniques for
gathering low level features is examined. Also a
performance comparison between two NR DU
IQA metrics using these features is introduced.
The NR OU-DU model used in this study has
low computational complexity, and extracted
features in the spatial domain so no transforms
(e.g. DCT, wavelet, etc.) are required. The
results show that the introduced method
provides good performances.
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Figure (2): plot showing the pristine (natural
images) features which are extracted with
both sharper patches and more edge
techniques are consistent with features of
lighthouse reference image from LIVE
database displayed in fig. (3)
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Figure (1): comparison of the pristine (natural
images) features with features of lighthouse
reference image and its five distorted types from
LIVE database when extracting features through
sharper patches.(a) JPEG, (b) Gblur, (c)FF, (d)
WN, (e) JPEG2000and, (f)the reference image.
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a
Figure (3): Lighthouse reference image and its
five distorted versions in the LIVE database.(a)
the reference image, (b) FF, (c) Gblur, (d) WN, (e)
JPEG, and (f) JPEG2000.
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measurement of blocking artifacts in
Table 1: Comparison of SROCC and PLCC for the
images.Proceedings of the International
presented algorithms versus: FR-PSNR and
Conference on Image Processing, September
FR-SSIM algorithms and NR-NIQE. Bold italic
10-13, Vancouver, BC, 2000.
indicates best-performing algorithm between NR
[7] Bovik, A.C. and S. Liu. DCT-domain blind
algorithms
measurement of blocking artifacts in DCT-coded
Metric

FF

Gblur

WN

JPEG

JP2K

average

images.Proceedings of the IEEE International

PSNR

0.7817

0.8086

0.6858

0.8478

0.8424

0.7933

Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal

SSIM

0.6535

0.6536

0.6430

0.8086

0.8014

0.7120

Processing May 7-11, Salt Lake City, UT., USA,

NIQE

0.7860

0.7602

0.8636

0.8669

0.8571

0.8268

2001.

Sharper patches

0.7882

0.7313

0.7440

0.8860

0.8549

0.8009

[8] Zhang, J., S.H. Ong and T.M. Le. Kurtosis-based

edges patches

0.7500

0.7628

0.78446

0.8692

0.8434

0.8020

no-reference quality assessment for JPEG2000

PSNR

0.7440

0.7572

0.7643

0.8271

0.8265

0.7778

images. Signal Process. Image Commun., 26:

SSIM

0.7442

0.7871

0.8193

0.7840

0.7668

0.7803

NIQE

0.8592

0.9102

0.8025

0.7520

0.8931

0.8434

Sharper patches

0.8183

0.9766

0.9009

0.8712

0.8866

0.8907

edges patches

0.9884

0.9875

0.9797

0.9074

0.8726

0.9471

SROCC

PLCC

13-23, 2011.
[9]

Mittal,

A.,

A.K.

Moorthy

and

A.C.

Bovik.No-reference image quality assessment in
the

spatial

domain.

IEEE

Trans.

Image

Process.21: 4695-4708, 2012.
[10] A.K.Moorthy, and A.C. Bovik. Blind image
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